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ABSTRACT

Abbreviations: VTE: Venous Thromboembolism; TF: Tissue Factor; CSC: Cancer Stem Cell; MUC1: 
Transmembrane Mucin 1; HER2: Human Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor 2

Introduction
Venous thromboembolism (VTE) and cancer are strongly asso-

ciated, as the local or systemic activation of blood coagulation can 
be produced by tumor products and favours tumor spread. The oc-
currence of thrombosis is often the first indicator of an underlying 
malignancy and patient data also demonstrates a close association 
between tumour progression and the development of a procoagulant 
profile, supporting the hypothesis that the activation of the blood co-
agulation system contributes to tumour aggressiveness and vice ver-
sa [1]. Although the mechanisms underlying this association are not 
completely understood, the blood coagulation system is now known 
to have an influence on a wide range of differing aspects of tumor 
cell biology that are associated with clotting factor dependent signal-
ing within the tumor cell. Receptor tyrosine-protein kinase ERBB-2 
(HER2 - human epidermal growth factor receptor 2) is considered as 

a marker of aggressiveness in the case of breast cancer in primary 
tumours as well as in corresponding metastases. 

In particular, the overexpression of ERBB2 enhances the prop-
erties of tumour cells associated with increased cancer metastasis 
(invasiveness, angiogenicity, enhanced survival). The enhancement in 
metastatic properties was also found to occur via activation of ERBB2 
receptor signaling pathways [2]. Therefore, in recent years, this pro-
tein has become an important biomarker and target of therapy for 
around a third of breast cancer patients [3]. It has been proposed 
that oncogenes (EGFR (ERBB), MET) and tumor suppressors (PTEN, 
TP53) may also be capable of altering the vesicular release of tissue 
factor (TF) from cells [4-6]. In addition, it has also been shown that 
the level of fibronectin, a blood clotting associated protein is signifi-
cantly increased in ERBB2-overexpressing MDA-MB231 cells [7]. 
These reports led us to consider as a working hypothesis whether the 
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overexpression of ERBB2 is able to establish a procoagulant disorder 
in cancer. 

To investigate a possible modulatory role of ERBB2 in the proco-
agulant status of breast cancer cells, a line of ERBB2 overexpressing 
human breast cancer MCF-7 cells (MCF-7 ERBB2+) and human nor-
mal mammary MCF-12a cells (MCF-12a ERBB2+) respectively, were 
established by transfection with an ERBB2 plasmid (Addgene, Cam-
bridge, USA) in our lab. The effect of over expression on the synthesis 
and activities of selected blood coagulation proteins was determined 
as well as relevant signaling pathways. Meantime ERBB2 inhibitors 
were also used for further confirmation. It was observed that over-
expression of ERBB2 was able to modulate the level of several coag-
ulation proteins, including protein C, Factor-X and TF, and the activ-
ities of TF and thrombomodulin, as well as the rate of clotting and 
thrombin activity. Such effects were found to be mediated by PI3k/
Akt signaling pathways since the increased these ERBB2 sensitive co-
agulation proteins in a way that was commensurate with the activity 
of p-ERK and p-Akt. 

In line with this conclusion it was also observed that the expres-
sion of coagulation proteins corresponded with the level of expression 
of ERBB2 in three ‘native’ breast cancer cell lines (human enriched 
breast cancer stem cell (CSC), MDA-MB231 and MCF-7). The finding 
is the first time shown pro-tumour gene ERBB2 enable to modulate 
coagulation protein expression and clotting kinetics in breast cancer 
cells, it is via the PI3k/Akt pathways, which further supports the pro-
posal that the state of the coagulation system in cancer is directly in-
fluenced by oncogenic transformation. 

There are considerable evidences suggested that a hypercoagula-
ble or prothrombotic state of malignancy occurs due to the ability of 
tumor cells to activate the coagulation system. During the thrombo-
philic state observed in cancer patients of different origins, the pres-
ence of circulating TF-bearing MVs in plasma has been used to explain 
why cancer patients may present a thromboembolic event distant 
from the location of tumour development [1]. The transmembrane 
mucin 1 (MUC1) oncoprotein is aberrantly overexpressed in breast 
cancer cells and associates with HER2. Targeting the MUC1-C oncop-
rotein downregulates HER2 activation [8]. Our other recent work also 
found MUC1 is a potential modulator for thrombin activity. Downreg-
ulation MUC1 gene significantly altered the procoagulant character-
istics of breast cancer cells, along with modulation of a wide range of 
cell signaling pathways, including a reduction in both p-HER2/ERBB2 
and PI3k/Akt activities [9]. The expression of ERBB2 also found is 
associated with the pro-coagulant properties of breast cancer cells 
which mediated by the PI3k/Akt pathways. 

Taken together these findings that each of the individual oncop-
roteins, occurring locally within in a tumour bearing organ, may con-
tribute to the hyper-coagulable state of cancer patients. The co-op-
erative effects of individual oncoprotein, such as MUC1 and ERBB2, 
may also via their effects on signaling cascades produce and secrete 
procoagulant / fibrinolytic substances and inflammatory cytokines 
in cancer. Our work further supports the proposal that the state of 
the coagulation system in cancer is directly influenced by oncogenic 
transformation, and presents a view that different oncoproteins could 
co-operate each with the other and contribute to the pro-coagulant 
properties resulting in tumor-associated thrombosis. Such consid-
erations could provide a vision to help further fundamental under-
standing of tumor-associated pro-coagulation pathophysiology. As a 
key tumour marker / target protein, the molecular mechanisms un-
derlying the relationship between the pro-coagulant phenotype and 
ERBB2 expression merits further investigation.
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